Directions

We are located on the 3rd floor of the Health Sciences Tower (aka HSC), adjacent to the Hospital.

Address:
Center for Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Health Sciences Tower, Level 3, Suite 080
101 Nicolls Road
Stony Brook, NY 11794-8335
google maps

From HSC Garage: (requires monthly garage access)
Enter HSC through rear entrance of HSC parking garage and proceed straight to end of hallway. Bear left at fork and take 1st stairway on right. Take up 1 level to 3rd Floor. Exit stairwell and turn left towards Public Health.
Follow red dots on ceiling...
• Center for Medical Humanities is down the hall to the right (suite 3-080). •
map

From Hospital Garage:
Take ticket at Hospital garage toll booth. Walk through the Hospital lobby, passed Starbucks and cafeteria (towards adjoining HSC building) and take 2 escalators (not elevator) down to 3rd Floor.
Follow red dots on ceiling...
• Turn right immediately off escalator (opposite Library), then make 2nd left down long hallway. Continue straight to end of hallway (passed Biomedical Informatics, Emergency Medicine, Preventive Medicine and Public Health). Center is on right (suite 3-080).•
map

From West Campus:
Walking from West Campus, take underpass (near Life Sciences bus stop) across Nicolls Road. Proceed through outdoor patio to Health Sciences Tower. There are 3 separate entrances- choose middle set of doors and proceed straight to escalator (not elevator) and take up 1 level to 3rd Floor. Continue straight and stop before next escalator (opposite Library).
Follow red dots on ceiling...
• Turn left at escalator and then make 2nd left down long hallway. Continue straight to end of hallway (passed Biomedical Informatics, Emergency Medicine, Preventive Medicine and Public Health). Center is on right (suite 3-080).•
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For questions, call (631)444-8029 or email Michael.Ortega@stonybrookmedicine.edu